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ABSTRACT 
Lot R be an associative ring with 1 and with an involution a + a, and let Mn be 
the category of finite matrices over R with the involution (a, j) + ( ui j)* = (5 ji). Then 
the following two statements are equivalent: (i) If A in Mn has a Moore-Penrose 
inverse with respect to *, then A is permutationally equivalent to a matrix of the form 
B 0 
( 1 0 0 
with B invertible. (ii) If 1 = ,&zZ in R, then at most one of the a’s is not 
zero. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let R be an associative ring with 1 and with an involution a -+ a, and let 
M, be the category of finite matrices over the involution (a i j) + 
(aij)* = (Zji). If B is invertible in M,, then has the Moore-Penrose 
with respect to *. We ask and answer below the following 
question: when are the matrices of this form essentially the only matrices 
with Moore-Penrose inverses? 
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In 1978 Daniel R. Batigne [l] showed that the only matrices over the ring 
of integers with Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to the involution of 
transpose are those which are per-mutationally equivalent to those of the form 
B 0 
i 1 0 0 
with B invertible. In 1983 K. P. S. Bhaskara Rao [4] extended this 
result to matrices over any commutative integral domain which satisfies the 
additional condition a,=~;+ --- +a: only if a2= ... =a,, =O. We 
demonstrate that the same conclusion follows for any associative ring with 1 
and with involution - if and only if the ring contains only the trivial 
symmetric idempotents 0 and 1 and satisfies the extended Rao condition 
a,=a,a,+ *-* +a,a, onlyif a2= .-- =a,=O. 
We also provide other characterizations of this condition. 
An involution - on R is a mapping a + 5 such that for every a and b 
in R, 
a+b=ii+b, 
- 
ab =&ii, ;=a. 
In particular, 0 = 6 and i = 1. An involution - on R induces an involution * 
on the category M, of matrices over R: if A = (a ij) is m x n, then A* = (b, j) 
is n x m with bi j = ii ji. In particular, 
(A+B)*=A*+B*, (AB)*=B*A*, A**=A 
whenever the compatibility conditions on the sizes of the matrices are 
satisfied. 
A matrix A in M, is said to have a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to 
the involution * provided that there is a matrix A’ in M, such that 
AA+A=A, A+AA+ = A’, (AA+)* = AA+, (A+A)* = A+A. 
If such an At exists, then it is unique and is called the MoorePenrose inverse 
of A. (See, for example, [3, p. 1321.) 
The nonzero part of a matrix A in M, is defined to be the matrix in Ma 
obtained by deleting all of the zero rows and zero columns of A. 
MOORE-PENROSE INVERSES 
1. THE RAO CONDITION 
We say that a ring with 
provided that 
n 
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an involution - satisfies the Rao condition 
a 1 = C aiai implies ai=O whenever i#l. 
i=l 
We first provide some characterizations of this condition. 
LEMMA 1. Let R be an associative ring with 1 and with an involution 
a + a, and let M, be the category of finite matrices over R with the 
involution (a i j) + (a i j)* = (iii,). Then the following statements are equiva- 
lent to the Rao condition: 
(1.1) Zf 1 = Ciaiai in R, then tiiaj = 0 whenever i # j. 
(1.2) Zfal = CiaiGi in R, then ai = 0 whenever i f 1. 
(1.3) Zf an n x n matrix E in M, is such that E2= E = E*, then 
E =dg(e,,..., e,), ez = ei = ei. 
(1.4) Zf an m x n matrix A in M R has a Moore-Penrose inverse A’ in M R 
with respect to *, then AA’ = dg(e 1,..., e,,,), e,? = ei = Gi and A’A= 
&df,,..., fn,,fj2=fi=fi. 
(1.5) Zfu = Qziai is a unit in R, then Ciu-‘aj = 0 whenever i # j. 
Proof. We first note that (1.2) is the Rao condition. 
(1.1) + (1.2): Let a, = Ciaiai. Since 6, = a, and 
1=1+ 
( 
Caiai-a, + &ziai-al 
i 1 ( i 1 
=(l-a,)( l-U,)+ i;lUirri+ Caiai> 
i 
then by (l.l), (l- a,)aj=O for every j, and aiaj =0 for every i and j 
except when i = j = 1. In particular, for j + 1, a j = la j = a,a j = 0. 
(1.2) +(1.3): Let the n x n matrix E be such that E2 = E = E*. If 
E = (eij), then 
eij = Ceikekj, 
_ 
eij = eji, 
k 
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and in particular, 
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e,, = CeikZik. 
k 
By (1.2), eik = 0 whenever i # k. Consequently, e,, = e&, and Zii = e,,. That 
is, E=dg(e,,,..., e,,) with e; = eii = Eii. 
(1.3) + (1.4): Let A be m X n and have Moore-Penrose inverse At with 
respect to *. Then both AA’ and AtA are idempotent and symmetric with 
respect to *. By (1.3), 
AA’=dg(e,,...,e,), e,? = ei = ei, 
A+A=dg(f,,...,f,), jy=$=&. 
(1.4) --, (1.5): Let u = Cy=iuiZi be invertible. Consider the 1 x n matrix 
A =(a, ,..., a,). Now, A(A*(u-‘))=@A*)(~-‘)=(u)(u-‘)=(uu-’)= 
(1). Also, since U = u implies u-r= u-l, then (A*(u-‘))A = A*(u-‘)A is 
symmetric with respect to *. Consequently A has the Moore-Penrose inverse 
A’ = A*(u-‘). By (1.4), A*(u-l)A = AtA = dg(f,,.. ., f,), 4s = 4 = $. In 
particular, Ziu-‘u. = 0 whenever i # j. 
(1.5) + (1.1): Th 1s is obvious, since 1 is invertible with l- ’ = 1. n 
E~AMPLJZ 1.1. The ring of integers Z with the identity involution 
a --, a = a satisfies the Rao condition. This is because in this ring, a, = C,uf 
implies ai=Ofor i#l. 
EZUMPLE 1.2. On the other hand, a commutative field F with the 
identity involution never satisfies the Rao condition. Indeed, in the field F, 
1=12+12+12 if charF=2and i=(i)2+(i)2 ifcharF#2. 
EXAMPLE 1.3. The commutative ring Z[x] with the identity involution 
satisfies the Rao condition (see [4, p. 187]), but the ring Z[x](&?) with 
the identity involution does not, since x 2=(Xs)s+(X~~)s. 
EUMPLE 1.4. Triviahy, the zero ring with 1 = 0 = 6 satisfies the Rao 
condition. 
REMARK. Let R with 1 and involution - satisfy the Rao condition. Then 
of necessity Qz$, = 0 requires ui = 0 for each index i. In particular, if 
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1 # 0, then R must be of characteristic zero. Moreover, every subring of R 
which contains 1 and is invariant with respect to - also satisfies the Rao 
condition. 
2. TRIVIAL SYMMETRIC IDEMPOTENTS 
We next characterize when the symmetric idempotents of statements 
(1.3) and (1.4) of Lemma 1 are either 0 or 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let the conditions be as in Lemma 1. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(2.1) Zf 1 =ci i-i a a in R, then a, = 0 for every index i except possibly 
O?W. 
(2.2) Zfa,=C,aiQi in R, thena,= or 1, adai= fori#l. 
(2.3) Zf an n x n matrix E in Ma is such that E2 = E = E*, then 
E=dg(e,,..., e,,) where each e, = 0 OT 1. 
(2.4) Zf an m X n matrix A in M, has a Moore-Penrose inverse A’ with 
respect to *, then AA’ = dg(e,, . . . , e,,,) where each ei = 0 or 1, and A’A = 
dg(f,,..., f,) whereeachjj=O or 1. 
(2.5) Zf u = xi i-i a a is a unit in R, then each Giu-‘ai = 0 or 1, and 
Giuplaj = 0 whenever i f j. 
Moreover, these statements are equivalent to the statements of Lemmu 1 
together with the following additional condition: 
(1.0) Zfe2=e=ein R, thene=O or 1. 
Proof. We first observe that the hypotheses of each pair of correspon- 
ding statements are identical, and that each statement (2.~) of Lemma 2 
obviously implies the corresponding statement (1.~) of Lemma 1. Next, we 
show that each statement (1. p) together with (1.0) implies the corresponding 
statement (2. p). 
(I) Let 1= &aiGi with aia j = 0 whenever i # j. Then for every j, 
a j = a jCja j and a jCj is a symmetric idempotent. By (l.O), a jCj = 0 or 1. If 
ak z 0, then a,$, + 0 and hence akGk = 1. Consequently, for j # k, a j = la j 
= (a,G,)a j = a,(G,a j) = a,0 = 0. 
(2) Let al=~iai~iwithaj=Oforj#l.Thenal=a,~,isasymmetric 
idempotent. By (l.O), a, = 0 or 1. 
(3) Obvious. 
(4) Obvious. 
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(5) Let u = Zia,Zi be invertible with Ziu-ruj = 0 whenever i # j. Then 
u-1 = Q-‘a&u-’ and, for every j, aju-laj=aju-‘ajaju-laj. Since 
U=U, then U-‘=u-’ 
iiju-la j = 0 or 1. 
and Z ju - ‘u j is a symmetric idempotent. By (l.O), 
Finally, each statement (2.~) of Lemma 2 implies statement (1.0). We 
show this by demonstrating in each case the contrapositive: let e2 = e = Z be 
suchthatO#e#l.Then 
(1) 1 = eZ +(l - e)(l - e), but e # 0 and 1 - e f 0. 
(2) e = eZ but 0 # e # 1. 
(3) The 1 x 1 matrix E = (e) is such that E2 = E = E* but E = (e) with 
O#e#l. 
(4) The 1x1 matrix A=(e) has A’= A but AA’=(e) = A’A with 
O#e#l. 
(5) 1 = eZ +(l - e)(l - e), but El-‘e = e and 0 # e # 1. 
Consequently, for each p, (2.~) is valid if and only if both (1.~) and (1.0) 
are valid. Lemma 2 is now a consequence of Lemma 1. n 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let Z be the ring of integers. The direct sum ring Z X Z 
with the identity involution does not satisfy the statements of Lemma 2. 
Specifically, the element (0,l) of Z X Z is a nontrivial symmetric idempotent: 
(0, 1)2 = (0,l) = (a) but (0,O) f (0,l) # (1,l). More generally, for every 
n > 1, the ring Z n with the identity involution satisfies the Rao condition, but 
satisfies the statements of Lemma 2 if and only if n = 1. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. For a fixed n, the ring Rnx" of n x n matrices over an 
associative ring R with 1 # 0 and with an involution a + a has an identity 
and an involution A + A*. For n > 1, RnX” contains nontrivial symmetric 
idempotents with respect to * and consequently fails to satisfy the statements 
of Lemma 2. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Each of the following rings fails to satisfy the statements 
of Lemma 2, even though each contains only the trivial symmetric idempo- 
tents with respect to the given involution: 
(1) Commutative fields with a + a. 
(2) The complex field 4= with a + hi -+ a - bi. 
(3) The Gaussian integers Z[i] with m + ni -+ m + ni 
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(4) Z[X](~i7) with a + a. 
(5) F2x2 with F a field and 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Each of the following rings satisfies the statements of 
Lemma 2. 
(1) The 
(2) The 
(3) The 
Ca,jxjy’. 
(4) The 
(5) The 
zero ring with the involution a + a. 
commutative ring B[x,,..., r,] with a + a. 
noncommutative ring Z[x, y]/xy - yx = 1 with Cajjxiyj + 
Gaussian integers Z[ i ] with m + ni -+ m - ni. 
ring Z[(l+ \/-3)/2] with a + bJ-3 -+ a - ba. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Since the subring {m + na]m, n E Z or both m, n 
half odd integers} of Z[(l + a)/21 in the preceding example contains the 
1 and is invariant with respect to the involution, then it also satisfies the 
statement of Lemma 2. 
3. OBVIOUS MOORE-PENROSE INVERSES 
We now characterize in terms of R when the matrix category M, has 
only the obvious Moore-Penrose inverses. That is, we provide necessary and 
sufficient conditions on R so that A in Ma with A’ in M, implies that A is 
per-mutationally equivalent to with B invertible. 
LEMMA 3. Let the conditions be as in Lemmu 1. Suppose that the m X n 
matrix A of M, has a Moore-Penrose inverse A’ with respect to *. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(3.1) The nonzero part of A is invertible. 
(3.2) There exist an m X m permutation matrix P, an n X n permutation 
matrix Q, and an invertible r X s matrix B in M, such that 0 s r I m, 
OSslnand 
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(3.3) AA’ = dg(e i, . , . , em) with each e, = 0 m 1, ad AtA = dg( fi, . . . , f,) 
with each jj = 0 or 1. 
Proof. If R is the zero ring, then each of the statements are satisfied 
trivially. Thus, suppose that 0 # 1. 
(3.1) + (3.2): This follows from the fact that a matrix with nonzero part B 
is permutationahy equivalent to 
(3.2) + (3.3): Let 
with P and Q permutation matrices and B an r X s invertible matrix. Then 
(P.Q)+ = (B;l 0) 
and, since P- 1 = P* and Q-1 = Q*, P(AA+)P-’ = PAQQ-‘A’P-’ = 
(PAQ)(PAQ)’ = dg(Z,,O). It follows that AA’ is also a diagonal matrix with 
diagonal entries a permutation of the diagonal entries of P( AAt )P- ‘. That is, 
AAt = dg(e,,..., e,) with each e, = 0 or 1. A similar result holds for AtA. 
(3.3) + (3.1): Let AA’ = dg(e,, . . . , em) with each ei = 0 or 1, and A’A = 
&df,,...,f,) with each fi = 0 or 1. Choose permutation matrices P and Q 
such that P(AA’)P-’ = dg(Z,,O) and Q-‘(A’A)Q = dg(Z,,O), where r is the 
number of e,‘s equal to 1 and s is the number of fj’s equal to 1. Then 
PAQ = P( AA+AA+A)Q 
= (PAA’P-‘)(PAQ)(Q?A+AQ) = (; ;), 
where B is r X s. Similarly, 
where C is s x r. Since BC = I, and CB = I,, then B is invertible with 
inverse C. Since 0 # 1, then each row and each column of B is nonzero. That 
is, B is the nonzero part of PAQ. Since the nonzero part of A is permu- 
tationally equivalent to the nonzero part of PAQ, then the nonzero part of A 
is invertible. n 
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THEOREM. Let R be an associative ring with 1 and with an involution 
a + a, and let M, be the category of finite matrices over R with the 
involution (a i j) + (a i j)* = (ii ji). Then the following statements are equiva- 
lent: 
(1) Zf 1 = CiaiCi in R, then a i = 0 for every index i except possibly one. 
(2) The only idempotents of R that are symmetric with respect to - are 0 
and 1, and if a, = CiaiCi in R, then a, = 0 whenever i # 1. 
(3) Zf an m x n matrix A in M, has a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect 
to * in M 
( 1 
R, then A is pennutationully equivalent to a matrix of the form 
B 0 
0 0 
with B invertible. 
(4) Zf an m x n matrix A in M, has a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect 
to * in M,, then the nonzero part of A is invertible. 
Proof. Statement (1) is the same as (2.1), (2) is the same as (1.0) 
together with (1.2), and by Lemma 3, (3) and (4) are equivalent to (2.4). The 
Theorem is now a consequence of Lemma 2. n 
REMARK. Since 1 is a unit of R, then it is clear that a sufficient condition 
for the statements of the theorem is the following: 
(5) If u = xiaiCi is a unit in R, then ai = 0 for every index i except 
possibly one. 
Conversely, if R has invariant basis number (IBN; see, for example, [2, p. 
61) whenever 1 # 0, then (5) is aho a necessary condition for these state- 
ments. Indeed, suppose that R has IBN if 1 # 0 and that (1) of the Theorem 
holds. Let u = CiaiCi be a unit. By (2.5) of Lemma 2, Giu-‘a j = 0 whenever 
i z j, and each kiiu -‘ai = 0 or 1. Since 1= (CiaiGi)u-‘, then for every index 
j, aj = a .Cju-‘aj; hence if aj # 0, then aju-‘a. = 1. If a, = 0 for every 
index i, h t en (5) holds. Otherwise, let ii,. . . , i, WI .tk r > 1 be those indices i 
witha,#O.Sincethel~rmatrix A=(ail,...,ai)isinvertiblewithinverse 
the r x 1 matrix A*(u-‘), then by IBN, r = 1 and (5) is valid. n 
We conclude with an observation. An associative ring R with 1 is an 
additive category on a single object. The results of this paper may be 
generalized by replacing R with any additive category C having an involution 
a + G on the morphisms. Indeed, let M, be the category of finite matrices 
over C with the involution (ai j) + (ai .)* = (Cji). By appropriate extensions 
of the definitions and proofs above, th e following two statements may be 
shown to be equivalent: (i) The only morphisms in M, that have Moore 
Penrose inverses with respect to * are those with invertible nonzero part. (ii) 
If lx = CiaiCi, a, : X + Xi in C, then ai = O,,, for every index i except 
possibly one. 
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The Rao condition also has an interpretation in this more general setting: 
an additive category with an involution is said to satisfy the Rao condition 
provided that ai = Zy=iuiZi, a,: Xi -+ Xi implies ai = 0x,x, whenever i # 1. 
The foregoing may then be extended to include the following result: the 
category C with the involution - satisfies the Rao condition if and only if the 
category M, with the involution * satisfies the Rao condition. 
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